Drum brake parts diagram

Your browser's Javascript functionality is turned off. Please turn it on so that you can
experience the full capabilities of this site. When it comes to driving safety, nothing is more
critical than your tires and brakes. Disc and drum brakes are both based on a hydraulic
pressure system. Braking starts with a mechanical force â€” your foot pressing the brake pedal.
Disc brakes are found on most vehicles today. They are mounted on the front axle and often the
rear as well. To stop a wheel and your car , a disc brake uses a caliper fitted with brake pads to
grab a spinning disc, or rotor. The caliper is an assembly mounted to the vehicle with a bracket
so it frames the rotor. It looks and functions like a c-clamp. It contains:. When you step on the
brakes, pressurized brake fluid pushes against the pistons inside the caliper, forcing the brake
pads against the rotor. Rotors can either be solid or vented. Vented ones have more surface
area and can more easily dissipate heat. There are two types of disc brakes, named after the
type of brake caliper used: floating and fixed. A floating caliper also called sliding is the most
common type. It has one or two pistons. When the brakes are applied, the inner brake pad is
forced against the disc while, at the same time, the caliper body moves closer to the rotor. This
action forces the outer brake pad against the rotor. The fixed caliper design has one or more
pistons mounted on each side of the rotor. When the brakes are applied, only the caliper
pistons move, pressing the brake pads against the disc. When they are used it is only on the
rear axle. Instead of a caliper that clamps brake pads against a rotor, a drum brake system has a
wheel cylinder with pistons that push brake shoes out against the inside of a spinning drum.
This contact slows and stops the rotation of the brake drum and the wheel. Although they both
operate with the same basic hydraulics, the two types of brakes perform differently. Disc brakes
are more efficient, provide better stopping power, dissipate heat easier and work better in wet
conditions, all while being less complex. Some base models have disc on the front axle and
drum on the rear, to keep costs down. In these models, why are disc put on the front and drum
on the rear? A typical, unloaded vehicle is already about 10 percent heavier in front due to the
engine. Then when you hit the brakes, the weight of the car transfers to the front. More braking
power is needed there, making it a job for disc brakes. Stopping power. Disc brakes apply more
braking force faster, resulting in shorter stopping distances. Heat management. Since they are
exposed to air, disc brakes cool better. This can cause brake fade, a loss of stopping power
when friction material overheats. Wet performance. Disc brakes perform better in wet conditions
because they are open to the air and can sling water off easily. Plus, the rotors get dried by the
pads dragging across them. When water gets inside a drum brake it tends to get trapped inside
the drum, so it takes longer for the friction material to dry out. Emergency brake. This feature is
easier to install on a drum brake than to a caliper or inside the hub of a disc brake rotor. Disc
brakes are self-cleaning. Drum brakes are closed and are prone to brake dust collecting from
the shoes, so they need periodic cleaning. Drum brakes have more hardware and can be more
complex to service. But drum brake shoes and wheel cylinders typically cost less to replace
than disc brake pads and calipers. Since a lot of heat is generated by the braking system, plenty
can go wrong. The act of braking converts kinetic moving energy of the vehicle into thermal
energy heat , subjecting many parts to very high temperatures. This means a lot of wear and
tear even in normal conditions. Some brake components will need to be replaced over the life of
a vehicle. The solution is simply to get regular checks and replace pads, shoes and other
components before braking is compromised or other parts get damaged. Disc brake pads slow
the rotor through friction and they wear with normal use. Eventually, they become too thin to
function properly. Same thing for drum brake shoes. The friction material on the shoe gets worn
out and braking is compromised. These components should be inspected regularly. Other items
in the braking system are just as important to keep in good repair. Routine brake service should
also include the following. The brake system should be checked regularly for leaks and fluid
should be replaced every few years usually when the brakes are serviced. Changing out brake
fluid occasionally is also essential. This liquid is specifically formulated to prevent corrosion of
the brake hydraulic components. But time and moisture contamination can damage its ability to
do this important job. Moisture that infiltrates the fluid will mix with the brake fluid, lowering the
boiling point. Even though it resists evaporation, brake fluid will then be more likely to boil and
turn into vapor when it gets hot. There will be less pressure in the hydraulic system, causing a
low â€” possibly very low â€” brake pedal. These rubber rings keep the hydraulic fluid from
leaking and protect it from moisture and contaminants. They also cause the piston to return to
its off position so the brake pads disengage properly when you release the brake pedal. Brake
lines are steel tubes that connect the master cylinder to the brake hoses. A spongy brake pedal
could mean air has gotten into a line. Brake hoses carry the hydraulic pressure from the brake
lines to the wheel cylinders and calipers. The rubber brake hoses flex, allowing the wheel
cylinders and calipers to move up and down with the wheels in relation to the vehicle's frame. If
the rubber wears out, your vehicle may pull to one side during braking or you may even get fluid

loss and brake failure. Brake components are constantly exposed to road debris and brake
dust. The dust boot prevents grime from entering the caliper piston. Failing master cylinders
can leak internally. In this case, you may get a low or fading pedal without visible fluid loss.
Regular fluid maintenance is important for prolonging cylinder life. NOTE: There are different
approaches to brake service. Disc and drum brakes are built differently, with somewhat different
advantages. Your vehicle may have both or just disc brakes. Both work as part of the hydraulic
brake system. Remember that funny brake sounds, smells or performance are indicators you
need to get your vehicle to the shop right away. Schedule an Appointment. Learn more.
Complete Guide to Disc Brakes and Drum Brakes When it comes to driving safety, nothing is
more critical than your tires and brakes. Braking System Basics Disc and drum brakes are both
based on a hydraulic pressure system. This creates a lot of hydraulic pressure, generating a
much bigger force than that of the small effort of pressing down on the pedal. The pressure is
transferred via the brake fluid through the brake lines then through brake hoses flexible tubes
that connect the lines with brake assemblies at each wheel. There, wheel cylinders convert that
hydraulic pressure back to mechanical force. Brake friction material is pushed against the brake
disc or drum, slowing or stopping your vehicle. Basics of Disc Brakes Disc brakes are found on
most vehicles today. It contains: Brake pads: metal plates bonded with material that provides
stopping friction. One or two pistons to push the brake pads against the rotor when you brake.
A bleeder screw to allow for servicing the brakes and replacing the fluid. A rubber piston seal
that prevents brake fluid leakage and retracts the piston when the brakes release. A dust boot to
keep contaminants out of the cylinder. Anti-rattle clips that keep the brake pads stable. Two
Types of Disc Brakes There are two types of disc brakes, named after the type of brake caliper
used: floating and fixed. Which Is Better? Efficiency Stopping power. Discs are lighter than
drum brakes designed to apply the same force. Servicing Cleaning. Maintenance Since a lot of
heat is generated by the braking system, plenty can go wrong. Friction material Disc brake pads
slow the rotor through friction and they wear with normal use. Brake fluid The brake system
should be checked regularly for leaks and fluid should be replaced every few years usually
when the brakes are serviced. Seals These rubber rings keep the hydraulic fluid from leaking
and protect it from moisture and contaminants. Brake Lines Brake lines are steel tubes that
connect the master cylinder to the brake hoses. Hoses Brake hoses carry the hydraulic
pressure from the brake lines to the wheel cylinders and calipers. Dust Boots Brake
components are constantly exposed to road debris and brake dust. Master Cylinder Failing
master cylinders can leak internally. Takeaways Disc and drum brakes are built differently, with
somewhat different advantages. A drum brake is a brake that uses friction caused by a set of
shoes or pads that press outward against a rotating cylinder-shaped part called a brake drum.
The term drum brake usually means a brake in which shoes press on the inner surface of the
drum. When shoes press on the outside of the drum, it is usually called a clasp brake. Where
the drum is pinched between two shoes, similar to a conventional disc brake , it is sometimes
called a pinch drum brake , though such brakes are relatively rare. A related type called a band
brake uses a flexible belt or "band" wrapping around the outside of a drum. The modern
automobile drum brake was first used in a car made by Maybach in , although the principle was
only later patented in by Louis Renault. He used woven asbestos lining for the drum brake
lining, as no alternative dissipated heat like the asbestos lining, though Maybach had used a
less sophisticated drum brake. In the first drum brakes, levers and rods or cables operated the
shoes mechanically. From the mids, oil pressure in a small wheel cylinder and pistons as in the
picture operated the brakes, though some vehicles continued with purely mechanical systems
for decades. Some designs have two wheel cylinders. As the shoes in drum brakes wear, brakes
required regular manual adjustment until the introduction of self-adjusting drum brakes in the s.
Drums are prone to brake fade with repeated use. In , Jaguar fielded three cars equipped with
disc brakes at Le Mans , where they won, in large part due to their superior braking over
drum-equipped rivals. From the s to the s, disc brakes gradually replaced drum brakes on the
front wheels of cars which receive the majority of braking force. Now practically all cars use
disc brakes on the front wheels, and many use disc brakes on all four wheels. However, drum
brakes are still often used on the rear wheels, and for parking brakes. Some vehicles utilize a
"drum-in-hat" parking brake, where the brake shoes are arranged inside the center portion hat
of a disc brake rotor, which acts as the drum. Early brake shoes contained asbestos. When
working on brake systems of older cars, care must be taken not to inhale any dust present in
the brake assembly. The United States Federal Government began to regulate asbestos
production, and brake manufacturers had to switch to non-asbestos linings. Owners initially
complained of poor braking with the replacements; however, technology eventually advanced to
compensate. A majority of daily-driven older vehicles have been fitted with asbestos-free
linings. Many other countries also limit the use of asbestos in brakes. Drum brake components

include the backing plate, brake drum, shoe, wheel cylinder, and various springs and pins. The
backing plate provides a base for the other components. The back plate also increases the
rigidity of whole set-up, supports the housing, and protects it from foreign materials like dust
and other road debris. It absorbs the torque from the braking action, and that is why back plate
is also called the "Torque Plate". Since all braking operations exert pressure on the backing
plate, it must be strong and wear-resistant. Levers for emergency or parking brakes , and
automatic brake-shoe adjuster were also added in recent years. The brake drum is generally
made of a special type of cast iron that is heat-conductive and wear-resistant. It rotates with the
wheel and axle. When a driver applies the brakes, the lining pushes radially against the inner
surface of the drum, and the ensuing friction slows or stops rotation of the wheel and axle, and
thus the vehicle. This friction generates substantial heat. One wheel cylinder operates the brake
on each wheel. Two pistons operate the shoes, one at each end of the wheel cylinder. The
leading shoe closest to the front of the vehicle is known as the secondary shoe. The trailing
shoe is known as the primary shoe. Hydraulic pressure from the master cylinder acts on the
piston cup, pushing the pistons toward the shoes, forcing them against the drum. When the
driver releases the brakes, the brake shoe springs restore the shoes to their original
disengaged position. The parts of the wheel cylinder are shown to the right. Brake shoes are
typically made of two pieces of steel welded together. The friction material is either riveted to
the lining table or attached with adhesive. The crescent-shaped piece is called the Web and
contains holes and slots in different shapes for return springs, hold-down hardware, parking
brake linkage and self-adjusting components. All the application force of the wheel cylinder is
applied through the web to the lining table and brake lining. The nibs rest against the support
pads of the backing plate to which the shoes are installed. Each brake assembly has two shoes,
a primary and secondary. The primary shoe is located toward the front of the vehicle and has
the lining positioned differently from the secondary shoe. Quite often, the two shoes are
interchangeable, so close inspection for any variation is important. Linings must be resistant to
heat and wear and have a high friction coefficient unaffected by fluctuations in temperature and
humidity. Materials that make up the brake shoe lining include, friction modifiers which can
include graphite and cashew nut shells , powdered metal such as lead, zinc, brass, aluminium
and other metals that resist heat fade, binders, curing agents and fillers such as rubber chips to
reduce brake noise. In the UK two common grades of brake shoe material used to be available.
DON was a high friction material that did not require a brake power servo. The disadvantage
was that the lining was prone to fading on steep hills. A harder lining, the famous VG95 was
produced but this required a brake servo. The other snag was that the parking brake would
often fail the annual MOT test unless the high friction linings were installed just for the test.
When the brakes are applied, brake fluid is forced under pressure from the master cylinder into
the wheel cylinder, which in turn pushes the brake shoes into contact with the machined
surface on the inside of the drum. This rubbing action reduces the rotation of the brake drum,
which is coupled to the wheel. Hence the speed of the vehicle is reduced. When the pressure is
released, return springs pull the shoes back to their rest position. As the brake linings wear, the
shoes must travel a greater distance to reach the drum. In systems fitted with automatic
adjusters, when the distance reaches a certain point, a self-adjusting mechanism automatically
reacts by adjusting the rest position of the shoes so that they are closer to the drum. Here, the
adjusting lever rocks enough to advance the adjuster gear by one tooth. The adjuster has
threads on it, like a bolt, so that it unscrews a little bit when it turns, lengthening to fill in the
gap. When the brake shoes wear a little more, the adjuster can advance again, so it always
keeps the shoes close to the drum. Typically the adjusters only operate when the vehicle is
going in reverse and the brakes are engaged. On vehicles without automatic adjusters, it is
required to periodically manually adjust the brakes to take up any excess gap between the
shoes and the drum. The parking or emergency brake system controls the brakes through a
series of steel cables that are connected to either a hand lever or a foot pedal. The idea is that
the system is fully mechanical and completely bypasses the hydraulic system so that the
vehicle can be brought to a stop even if there is a total brake failure. Here the cable pulls on a
lever mounted in the brake and is directly connected to the brake shoes. This has the effect of
bypassing the wheel cylinder and controlling the brakes directly. Drum brakes have a natural
"self-applying" characteristic, better known as "self-energizing. This increases the stopping
power without any additional effort being expended by the driver, but it does make it harder for
the driver to modulate the brake's sensitivity. It also makes the brake more sensitive to brake
fade , as a decrease in brake friction also reduces the amount of brake assist. Disc brakes
exhibit no self-applying effect because the hydraulic pressure acting on the pads is
perpendicular to the direction of rotation of the disc. Provided the contact area of the brake
shoes is large enough, which isn't always the case, the self-applying effect can securely hold a

vehicle when the weight is transferred to the rear brakes due to the incline of a slope or the
reverse direction of motion. A further advantage of using a single hydraulic cylinder on the rear
is that the opposite pivot may be made in the form of a double-lobed cam that is rotated by the
action of the parking brake system. Front drum brakes may be of either design in practice, but
the twin leading design is more effective. This helps prevent the rear wheels from locking up,
but still provides adequate braking at the rear. The brake drum itself is frequently made of cast
iron, though some vehicles have used aluminum drums, particularly for front-wheel
applications. Aluminum conducts heat better than cast iron, which improves heat dissipation
and reduces fade. Aluminum drums are also lighter than iron drums, which reduces unsprung
weight. Because aluminum wears more easily than iron, aluminum drums frequently have an
iron or steel liner on the inner surface of the drum, bonded or riveted to the aluminum outer
shell. Drum brakes are used in most heavy duty trucks, some medium and light duty trucks, and
few cars, dirt bikes, and ATVs. Drum brakes are often applied to the rear wheels since most of
the stopping force is generated by the front brakes of the vehicle and therefore the heat
generated in the rear is significantly less. Drum brakes allow simple incorporation of a parking
brake. Drum brakes are also occasionally fitted as the parking and emergency brake even when
the rear wheels use disc brakes as the main brakes. Many rear disc braking systems use a
parking brake in which the piston in the caliper is actuated by a cam or screw. This compresses
the pads against the rotor. However, this type of system becomes much more complicated
when the rear disc brakes use fixed, multi-piston calipers. In this situation, a small drum is
usually fitted within or as part of the brake disc. This type of brake is also known as a banksia
brake. In hybrid vehicle and electric vehicle applications, wear on braking systems is greatly
reduced by energy recovering motor-generators see regenerative braking , so some hybrid
vehicles such as the GMC Yukon Hybrid , Toyota Prius except the third generation and
Volkswagen ID. Disc brakes rely on pliability of caliper seals and slight runout to release pads,
leading to drag, fuel mileage loss, and disc scoring. Drum brake return springs give more
positive action and, adjusted correctly, often have less drag when released. It is however
possible to design special seals that retract the piston on a disc brake. Drum brakes emit less
particulate matter PM than disc brakes, as the wear-particles are mostly sealed in. They are not
better in this regard than frictionless brakes though. One such vehicle is the Jeep Comanche.
The Comanche can automatically send more pressure to the rear drums depending on the size
of the load. Most other brands have used load sensing valves in the hydraulics to the rear axle
for decades. Due to the fact that a drum brake's friction contact area is at the circumference of
the brake, a drum brake can provide more braking force than an equal diameter disc brake. The
increased friction contact area of drum brake shoes on the drum allows drum brake shoes to
last longer than disc brake pads used in a brake system of similar dimensions and braking
force. Drum brakes have also been built onto the transmission's driveshaft as parking brakes e.
This provides the advantage that it is completely independent of the service brakesâ€”but
suffers a severe disadvantage in that, when used with a bumper jack common in that era on the
rear, and without proper wheel blocks, the differential's action can allow the vehicle to roll off
the jack. Land Rover have used a drum brake on the gearbox output shaft for over fifty years.
The advantage is that all four wheels can be braked with the parking brake. Drum brakes, like
most other brakes, convert kinetic energy into heat by friction. Brake drums must be large to
cope with the massive forces involved, and must be able to absorb and dissipate a lot of heat.
Heat transfer to air can be aided by incorporating cooling fins onto the drum. However,
excessive heating can occur due to heavy or repeated braking, which can cause the drum to
distort, leading to vibration under braking. The other consequence of overheating is brake fade.
Brake fade is not always due to overheating. Water between the friction surfaces and the drum
can act as a lubricant and reduce braking efficiency. All friction braking systems have a
maximum theoretical rate of energy conversion. Once that rate is reached, applying greater
pedal pressure doesn't change itâ€”in fact, the effects mentioned can substantially reduce it.
Ultimately, this is what brake fade is, regardless of the mechanisms of its causes. Disc brakes
are not immune to any of these processes, but they deal with heat and water more effectively
than drums. Drum brakes can be grabby if the drum surface gets light rust or if the brake is cold
and damp, giving the pad material greater friction. Grabbing can be so severe that the tires skid
and continue to skid even when the pedal is released. Grab is the opposite of fade: when the
pad friction goes up, the self-assisting nature of the brakes causes application force to go up. If
the pad friction and self-amplification are high enough, the brake stay engaged due to
self-application, even when the external application force is released. While disc brake rotors
can be machined to clean the friction surface i. Machining the friction surface of a brake drum
increases the diameter, which might require oversized shoes to maintain proper contact with
the drum. However, since oversized shoes are generally unavailable for most applications, worn

or damaged drums generally must be replaced. It is quite simple to machine brake drums if one
has a slow running lathe one rule of thumb is that cast iron should not be machined faster than
fifty feet per minute. Usually it is only necessary to machine away the ridge that forms that
makes brake drum removal difficult, especially if the brakes are self-adjusting. In severe cases
the ridge can make the brake drum captive, however most drum brake designs provide a way to
externally release the self-adjusting mechanism in order to ease drum removal and service.
Another disadvantage of drum brakes is their relative complexity. A person must have a general
understanding of how drum brakes work and take simple steps to ensure the brakes are
reassembled correctly when doing work on drum brakes. And, as a result of this increased
complexity compared to disc brakes , maintenance of drum brakes is generally more
time-consuming. Also, the greater number of parts results in a greater number of failure modes
compared to disc brakes. Springs can break from fatigue if not replaced along with worn brake
shoes. And the drum and shoes can become damaged from scoring if various components
such as broken springs or self-adjusters break and become loose inside the drum. Catastrophic
failure of hardware such as springs and adjusters can also cause unintended brake application
or even wheel lockup. If springs break, the shoes will be free to fall against the rotating drum,
essentially causing the brakes to be applied. Because of the self-energizing qualities of drum
brakes, the unrestrained shoes can even potentially cause the brakes to grab to the point of
locking up the wheel. Also, broken pieces of springs and other hardware like adjusters can
become lodged between the shoes and drum, resulting in unintended application of the brakes
and, as stated above, damage to brake components. For these reasons, brake hardware such as
springs and clips should always be replaced with brake shoes. Also, drum brakes do not apply
immediately when the wheel cylinders are pressurized, because the force of the return springs
must be overcome before the shoes start to move towards the drum. In practice, a metering
valve prevents hydraulic pressure from reaching the front calipers until pressure rises enough
to overcome the return springs in the drum brakes. If the metering valve were left out, the
vehicle would stop only with the front discs until return spring pressure on the rear shoes were
overcome. When asbestos was common in drum brakes, there was a danger workers repairing
or replacing them would breathe asbestos fibers, which can cause mesothelioma. Wet brushes
and aerosol sprays were commonly used to reduce dust. Safety regulators sometimes
recommended using vacuum hoses to suck away the dust, or enclosures with interior lighting
and space to use tools inside them, but these were rare and cumbersome. Distinctive shoes
designed to protect against asbestos were also recommended. Those who do maintenance
work on brakes can also be exposed to the solvents 1,1,1-trichloroethane and 2-butoxyethanol a
main ingredient in Greasoff No. Exposure to these solvents can cause irritation, including to the
eyes and mucous membranes. Exposure to trichloroethane vapors can cause central nervous
system damage, dizziness, incoordination, drowsiness, and increased reaction time. Before , it
was common to re-arc brake shoes to match the arc within brake drums. This practice, however,
was controversial, as it removed friction material from the brakes and reduced the life of the
shoes as well as created hazardous asbestos dust. Current design theory is to use shoes for
the proper diameter drum, and to simply replace the brake drum when necessary, rather than
re-arcing shoes. Brake drums are used in modern concert and film music to provide a
non-pitched metal sound similar to an anvil. Some are more resonant than others. To produce
the clearest sound, percussionists hang the drum with nylon cord or place it on foam. Other
methods include mounting the brake drum on a snare drum stand. Either way, the percussionist
strikes the brake drum with hammers or sticks of various weight. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Main article: Brake shoe. Main article: Parking brake. Further information:
Transmission brake. Balancing machine Bicycle drum brakes Brake bleeding Brake lining
Electric friction brake Hydraulic disc brakes. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Atmospheric Environment. Toyota has issued a warning about thousands of counterfeit brake
pads containing deadly asbestos. Automotive design. Part of a series of articles on cars.
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parts pile, excl. NOTE: colors are random paints I had on hand. Not "color-coded". Place
pushrods in cylinder place strut and spring between shoes. Note position! It is installed in this
pic exactly as it is shown in the parts pile above Lube contact areas on SA arm and pivot put
guide on anchor. Install front shoe return spring to anchor. Install rear shoe spring to link as
shown. Enter an optional name and contact email address. Name Name Email help private
comment. Don Jun Absolute brilliant, thank you for taking the time to create and post! Guest
May Very Helpful. Thank you. Guest Mar Am replacing brake cylinders and brakes on my Chevy
K10 after discovering a leaking cylinder during State inspection. This picture and color coded
piece you have prepared is absolutely the best i have ever had the pleasure of using. Thank you
for your excellent guide! I tore down my 71 C some time ago, and until today I'd never installed
brakes. Guest Jun Love this mate. Guest Apr All self adjuster pieces were gone when I dove in.
Thanks a ton. I just wasn't holding my mouth quite right. Guest Mar DO you have the photo
gallery for the Chevrolet rear brakes. R Slaughter Mar Robert, the strut spring tang position is of
no importance as long as the spring is on the correct end of the strut. It simply doesn't matter
whether the spring is oriented tang left or tang right, or on top or bottom. Robert Feb What is
the correct position for the "tang" on the "strut spring". The pics are great and very helpful, but
this spring tang is shown in conflicting positions. Billy Jan Very nice! If anyone wants a word
doc with all these images and instructions in one printable document email me at veloce yahoo.
The color coding really helped me with my 68 Chevy. I took pictures but with all the rust it all
looks the same. It was hard to distinguish between the smaller parts and their orientation.
Really well done thank you! Daryl Oct Thank you very much for such an awesome layout! Very
helpful with my '69! Took the old ones apart a year ago and got sidetracked putting it all back
together. You have been a lifesaver! Mike D. This will help me with my parking brake repairs
now that I can see the parts still needed. Kevin Apr This was my first solo drum brake job. I
couldn't have done it without these pics and info. Guest Mar What is the part number for the
backing plate? Need one to fit the 11" drum brakes on an '86 k10 with the regular GM 8. JohnG
May this is the best help and diagram I have found for working on the rear brakes on my '99
tahoe, I couldnt have done it without this. Guest Apr Just another person saying thanks for
posting this. Helped a first time drum brake guy put together drums from scratch on a '66 C
John Apr Wow. The problem is my Chevy truck is a '49, which came with the old style huck
brakes. Having no luck finding detailed instructions or a complete hardware list to verify that I
actually have all the parts I need for the rear drums disc kit installed up front. Hoping you might
be able to point me in the right direction Guest Aug Does anyone have a diagram for
Metropolitan front brakes? Guest Jul Another guy that thank you superb job and let me finish
mine. Tony Jun Adding my thanks to all those already received. This was a great help!
Previously, I have struggled with the firstt wheel, and by the end of the second, worked out the
sequence, and could do the next one pretty quickly: however, the next brake job occurs so
many years later, I have forgotten what to do. This time, it was a breeze although the second
wheel seemed to be even easier than the first! Dave Wellman Apr Thanks a lot. I really needed
the refresher I haven't done a brake job in about 20 years, and at 67 my memory seems to
playing games with me BUT with your help, I won! If ever in Cleveland, Ohio look me up I owe
you at least a dinner. Thanks again. Hugo Apr Thanks for your excellent photo work. Repairing
the rear brakes on my '64 Corvair and piece dropped out on the ground. Took pictures before
disassembly but of course that particular piece didn't show up. Saved me!! Joe Mar I searched
all over for photos like these. You have saved me a world of trouble. So clear! Thank you! My
brakes had fallen apart in the drum and I couldn't tell what parts, if any were missing, or even
where everything went. At 32F it's too cold to take apart more than I absolutely have to. David

Dec From David Just wanted to say thanks. Your painting of the parts and pictures are a great
help. Keep up the good work. Karma Sep Thanks This really helped out a lot its been a while
since I've dealt with drum brakes at times they can be complicated but it just takes time and
patience the pics really helped out a lot. Guest Sep 67chevellejn gmail. Guest Sep Can you tell
me ,would the front be like the rear minus the park lever 67chevelle thanks for site. Didn't have
them when I bought the car 7 years ago. Just found this out while now doing a front brake job.
Woogeroo Jul For those of you that are confused, everything on the other side of the vehicle is
backwards. You can always buy the manual, but then you'll still have to think backwards as
well. Richard Jul Just one thing, you didn't mention: The lining on the front shoe is slightly
shorter and thinner that the rear. Other than that the spread is great. Richard Jul Glad I found
this, I have an 83 30 series apart. Your spread will be very helpful. Ross Jun Great work and
many thanks. Had to do some searching to find all the exact parts. Ed Jun Thank you. No more
extra parts at the end of the job. Sheldon M Christo Jun photo of dually, both sides please.
Guest May need diagram of right side. Guest Apr need help for 58 pontiac bonneville brake
cable that goes through the tunnel has loop and spring but has a inch rod loop one end and
carve other end can someone tell me it goes please. Guest Apr Thank You! Thank you again.
Guest Feb need it for a 98 and yes memory fading here too. Woogeroo Jan still an amazing tech
article! Frank Rizzo Oct Excellent!! Thank You. Guest Oct best directions very easy thanks a
million my 12yr old helped. Guest Jul thanks for the info. Tom May The park brake cable is
shown attached on the "Where it all goes" image and on the "Park brake lever on the cable"
image. Guest May You are why the internet is great. Guest Apr I really appreciate this site. Took
30 mins to reassemble after changing wheel cylinder. Great, especially with the pics. Guest Mar
The painted parts were a blessing in seeing how to assemble the rear brake syste. Thank you
for taking the time for putting everything together. Guest Mar this was great, but where does the
parking brake cable attach? Guest Mar great site! Donald J Hosier Feb This site is better then
great. Pictures are worth words apply here. Guest Feb Thank you very much I did rear brakes on
99 Gmc. Brakes were locking up. Thanks to your diagram I notice I had a bent actuator spring.
Guest Feb Thank you for this post it was very helpful,and answered some questions I had. Also
showed me a missing spring. Guest Jan Thanks so much for taking your time and effort to help
us all. Bill Jan Thanks for hosting this sequence. I am working on a '61 Greenbrier which shares
brakes with the C10 series. I have upgraded to "self adjusting" by adding the SA arm but did not
know how to assemble it until finding your page. Terry Jan I am installing rear drum
replacement brakes on my 55 hot rod. I have disc on front. Your pictures and advice have been
great. One comment, on all info I have read, the secondary brake with longer pad has been
identified as being the rear shoe, with the shorter pad being the primary and being the front
shoe. Your diagram indicates the opposite calling the shoe toward the front of the car as the
secondary. Can you clear this up for me? I brought an entire kit from Ecklers that provided all
new springs but it is almost like the hook part of the spring is turned the wrong way and will not
grab when I stretch the spring to anchor. Please help. Thank you, Terry Rankin. Guest Dec Last
person to work on my van brakes had them assembled wrong and they weren't self adjusting.
SA assembly was on the wrong shoe!!!! The starwheel was contracting instead of expanding.
Thanks a million for your info. Guest Nov Thank you so much for this thread. It has saved me
and my dad a lot of time on figuring out how a previous owner put the brakes back together
wrong. Guest Oct Thanx for this site man u saved me a huge headache. Guest Aug Squeak free
for the first time in ten years. Thanks to this post. I'm very happy. Guest Jul Thank you, very,
very helpful, great job. This puts a repair manual to shame. Jim May Very Nice! Certainly helped
me out. Mike Hubbert Feb These pictures are very helpful. Would you post pictures for the right
rear assembly as well? I was wondering where was it that you bought that parts for your truck. I
tried different autoparts autozone, o'reilly and napa. Edwin Oct Working on a C10 "Silverado"
and your diagram was very helpful and the only detailed description on the entire world wide
web. Tony McCoy Sep i fprgot to mention it says here you were showing the assy. Tony McCoy
Sep I must say that is the best parts assy demastration i have seen you. I must thank you again
and again , now if we only can get the repair books to be that descriptivelol, again great job it
really helped me out. Guest Aug Thanks a lot. I just tore down my C10 Rear Drum Brakes and
was digging through the Service Manual for info on reinstalling all the pieces. This will save me
a lot of time. Very well done. Weldman Aug Best layout and info available that I've ever come
across. Nicely done! Jonathan May this is more helpful than my 78 camaro Haynes manual, tried
to read the instructions then tried to remove 2 parts and the whole assembly fell in my lap! LOL
Thanks abunch! Guest Apr i would like to say this is an awesome post. Guest Apr I put
everything together but did not remember which way the strut spring went on. All I can say is
Thank you. My Chevy truck is one my Dad bought new and now I have it now and want to
someday pass it on to my son. Thanks again! Thank you for showing the pictures for guys like

me, I am rebuilding the whole rear end on my truck,and whould have been lost in this step. I
have adjusted the screw adjuster all the way in and still cannot get it back on!! I've tried
everything I could think of. Guest Mar Thanks much!! I had completed the job on one side of my
99 Suburban and found an extra spring on the floor. It wasn't obvious at all as to where it came
from, but from viewing your pictures, I could see it belonged on the self adjuster. You saved me
alot of time and having to disassemble the other side to have a reference! Guest Mar Thanks for
posting this. Have a '69 Chevy C,and I would have been lost without these great instuctions.
Guest Mar same guest as the previous comment, just wanted to say the car i have is a PONTIAC
GTO, just letting y'all know this in case you're doubtful if these pics would match a car similar
to mine. Guest Mar thank you for this. Guest Feb This is better than my Buick service manual.
These pictures made it easy! Guest Dec thank you very much this is what i was lokking for.
Guest Jun pull hard it comes easy. Guest May thanks this is very helpful but i have a blown
cylinder are their any tricks to replacing this? I cant seem to get it loose from the backing plate.
Really helps if you need a great step-by-step for reassembling drum brakes. Thanks for taking
the time to take pics and lay it out so clearly. Guest Sep Just what I needed. Thanks for taking
the time. My regards! Guest Aug Great pics. Got it done. Bought a spring kit and it had other
stuff you didn't show. I'll ask around about the extra stuff, but even if I have to redo it, I know
how now. Thanks for taking the time to write up the instructions. Don Jun need to know how to
do rear brakes on pontiac montana only hardware is a C sping. I am assembling a 71 camaro
and thought the orig was on the front shoe. Bear May Just wanted to say that you are the man.
Found these instructions through google search and it was exactly what I needed. Saved tons
of time. Guest May Nice work. Thanks a bunch. John Mar Awsome, well explained and the pics
are great!! Thanks you saved me alot of time. Jack Feb Could not be any easier. Any other auto
related topics? Guest Jan Pictures worked for my 97 suburban, thanks for the help. Guest Jan I
pray and you show up. Thanks so verrrry much. Dave Oct Thank you for an excellent pictorial
assembly. It has really helped me a lot! Guest Sep Thanks for a superb pic-show. Self adjuster
SA arm group. Adjuster wheel group. Where it all goes. Park brake lever on the cable. Start
here: lube park lever pin and wavy washer, install thru rear shoe, add the "Jesus clip". Place
pushrods in cylinder. It is installed in this pic exactly as it is shown in the parts pile above. Lube
contact areas on SA arm and pivot. Add actuator link, follow with overide spring from arm to
pivot next pic. Place return spring under SA arm. Press shoes against anchor. It is best to login
or register first but you may post as a guest. Name Email. Absolute brilliant, thank you for
taking the time to create and post! Am replacing brake cylinders and brakes on my Chevy K10
after discovering a leaking cylinder during State inspection. Sure a lot of rear drums brakes
information on the web. All self adjuster pieces were gone when I dove in. DO you have the
photo gallery for the Chevrolet rear brakes. Robert, the strut spring tang position is of no
importance as long as the spring is on the correct end of the strut. What is the correct position
for the "tang" on the "strut spring". Very nice! Thank you for this tutorial. Thank you very much
for such an awesome layout! Very nice detailed pics. This was my first solo drum brake job.
What is the part number for the backing plate? The best info for my Chevy Nova rear drum
brakes Just another person saying thanks for posting this. I have a problem my GMC Sonoma
rear brake shoes do not line up correctly and will not allow me to place the drum over the brake
shoes. Does anyone have a diagram for Metropolitan front brakes? Another guy that thank you
superb job and let me finish mine. Adding my thanks to all those already received. Thanks a lot.
Thanks for your excellent photo work. I searched all over for photos like these. From David Just
wanted to say thanks. Can you tell me ,would the front be like the rear minus the park lever
67chevelle thanks for site. Do you have photos for the front Drum brakes For those of you that
are confused, everything on the other side of the vehicle is backwards. Just one thing, you
didn't mention: The lining on the front shoe is slightly shorter and thinner that the rear. Glad I
found this, I have an 83 30 series apart. Great work and many thanks. Thank You! The park
brake cable is shown attached on the "Where it all goes" image and on the "Park brake lever on
the cable" image. I really appreciate this site. The painted parts were a blessing in seeing how to
assemble the rear brake syste. This site is better then great. Thank you very much I did rear
brakes on 99 Gmc. Thank you for this post it was very helpful,and answered some questions I
had. Thanks so much for taking your time and effort to help us all. Thanks for hosting this
sequence. I am installing rear drum replacement brakes on my 55 hot rod. Last person to work
on my van brakes had them assembled wrong and they weren't self adjusting. Thank you so
much for this thread. Thanx for this site man u saved me a huge headache. DOR hey, hey, hey,
we learn something every day. Squeak free for the first time in ten years. Thank you, very, very
helpful, great job. Very Nice! These pictures are very helpful. Working on a C10 "Silverado" and
your diagram was very helpful and the only detailed description on the entire world wide web. I
must say that is the best parts assy demastration i have seen you. Best layout and info available

that I've ever come across. Worked for my GMC Suburban 4x4 saved me time and money thx! I
put everything together but did not remember which way the strut spring went on. Do anyone
know any tricks to get your drum back over the brakes?? Thanks much!! Thanks for posting
this. This is better than my Buick service manual. Very helpful much better than anything I have
in books. Thank you very much, this is perfect!!!!! Nearly identical to my Chevy Tahoe Z71 5.
Just what I needed. Great pics. Hey, does the automatic clicker arm always tend to be on the
rear shoe. Just wanted to say that you are the man. Awsome, well explained and the pics are
great!! Could not be any easier. Pictures worked for my 97 suburban, thanks for the help. I pray
and you show up. Thank you for an excellent pictorial assembly. Thanks for a superb pic-show.
By far, most through Plymouth and Dodge B-bodies left the factory with manual drum brakes.
That in itself could be one of the main factors that contributed to the rarity of these cars. Under
hard braking drum brakes would heat up rather quickly and would experience major brake fade.
If you were in gravel or on a wet â€” or even worse â€” or icy road, locked up brakes quickly
caused many hard impacts. However, if they are in good working order, and you leave a little
more room than you leave with your modern, anti-lock, power disc brakes, they will perform as
needed. One of the first things a guy learns growing up working on cars is how to do a drum
brake job. Manual drum brakes are very simple and their repair is basic and relatively
inexpensive. But if your car has been sitting a very long time in an uncovered state, it is going
to take more than about 30 minutes and a set of new brake shoes to get your brakes in perfect
operating condition again and show quality appearance. You also need to examine your front
and rear brakes to see if they are original in appearance and what needs to be replaced or
rebuilt. That includes the master cylinder, brake lines and hoses, distribution block, wheel
cylinders, bearings, brake drums, and shoes. If you plan to show the car, new brake lines are a
must. Above left: This is the heavy duty 11inch rear drum. If your drum does not have the extra
reinforced fins you probably have the smaller low performance brakes. To upgrade to the 11
inch brakes requires replacement not only of the drum but the entire brake assembly including
the backing plate. It is worth the effort and expense to upgrade. Above center: Be sure that your
rear drums have the minimum amount of metal left so you can turn them before spending the
time it takes to blast, and paint them. Do not blast the drum surface where the brake shoes
contact the drum. The best order for restoring these is to mic the drum and confirm it can be
turned, blast them, have them turned and then paint with a darker cast metal paint. Above right:
If your car has any wheel except a solid steel wheel, it received a brushed on coating of Rallye
red paint. It was applied without any care given to how much paint was used and how messy the
results. Above left: Here is what you can find when you open up the brake drum. Most of the
natural metal will be rusty and there can be paint that never came originally on the car. But there
will also be correct finishes like the orange upper springs. Above center: The internal
components of this unit are in really good shape and can be blasted and refinished correctly.
Even though there is a lot of pad left on these shoes they should be replaced with new. Do it
once and do it right! Above right: Wheel cylinder, cross piece, spring, and wheel studs are all in
good restorable condition. The actual components inside the brake drum are unique in color
and appearance. As you disassemble your originals they have probably been replaced. Refer to
these reference pictures of how these components were finished and what colors were used
from the factory. As always, different models, years, and factories used different part suppliers,
so restore yours the way you find them or use a documented example of your cars specific
application:. Make sure you have the correct-style master cylinder for your year and model of
car. Early master cylinders can be a single reservoir and all later ones were dual reservoir. Once
you have the master out of the car, the pedal actuator rod may seem like it will not come out.
One of the fastest ways to get a stubborn rod out is to put the master cylinder in a bench vise;.
Simply run a steel rod through the hole in the end of the brake rod. Angle the bottom of the steel
rod against the bench and take a hand sledge and hit the top of the steel rod away from the
cylinder. It will pop right out. You can get a rebuild kit at most parts stores. Remove all the
internal cup seals, plungers and springs, making sure to pay attention to the order and
orientation of the parts as they come out. Check the bore for pitting and ridges. If the master is
your original you want to save it even if you have to send it away and have it sleeved. If the bore
is in good shape using a hone smooth the bore so you have a surface that will seal when you
reassemble the unit. Above left: Axles were pulled where the rear end was rebuilt. The backing
plate was painted semi- gloss black. All of the components were replaced with new except the
brake adjuster with the star wheel. Above center: The spring in the adjuster cable and the lower
brake shoe spring is green, and the brake shoe hold down spring, rod and caps are clear zinc or
cadmium plated. Notice the large tooth adjuster which is original. Above right: The adjusters are
unique to each side of the car. Make sure you have the right one by testing the direction they
move when the adjuster cable is engaged. Notice the adjuster has small teeth since the original

one was not usable it had to be replaced with a new one. Notice no original part numbers in the
cylinder. Orange springs and all new hardware complete the assembly. Above center: Notice the
attention to detail on this assembly. The emergency brake retainer was red on this low mile 70
road runner, so it was painted the same way it was found. When removing the cable be careful
to not damage the retainer. It must have its teeth compressed so the cable can be removed from
the backing plate. Above right: Completed drum brake assembly that is finished the way it came
from the factory. It will now function better than new. The wheel cylinders also need to be rebuilt
or replaced. The process is the same with these individual units. The bleeder valve is usually
stuck or rusted and should be replaced with a new one. Save your originals if you can but it is
not the end of the world if you have to replace them since they are not seen. Their correct
function is way more important than their appearance. They are also cast in appearance with
black phosphate holds keeping them in place. A white foam gasket seal the unit to the backing
plate. The distribution block is usually usable and can be brought back to original appearance
with a wire wheel since it is brass. It too is date-coded and attached with a black phosphate bolt.
There are differences in this block depending on whether you have manual drums,
power-assisted drums, or front disc brakes. They cannot be interchanged between brake
systems. Again all the brake lines need to be replaced. If you are going for totally correct
appearance the originals are not stainless. They can flash rust so unless you are going to show
in a high-level Original Equipment OE class, the stainless replacements look good and keep a
nice appearance and last much longer. There is one drawback to using stainless: since the tube
is made out of much harder metal they can have problems with sealing. Above left: Here is an
untouched original front disc brake assembly from a Plymouth. It has been steam pressure
washed and care was taken to not remove the original inspection marks. Above center:
Galvanized dust shield that has been painted black along with an original brake hose. Also
notice the way the factory bent the cotter pins and the blue inspection mark. This is the left side
assembly. Above right: This is the right side and the inspection mark is yellow compared to the
blue one on the left side. Notice the three castle nut on the tie rod end and the cotter pin has at
some time been replaced and is not original. It is way too long and not bent the way the
originals were. Above left: Up close shot shows additional inspection marks. It also documents
the clips on the caliper bolts that are almost always missing. Also notice that the lower ball joint
is held on by a six castle nut while the upper is a three castle nut. Above center: Notice the back
side of the poor condition assembly that looks like it is beyond saving. Above right: Someone
has done some previous incorrect work on this unit. At least it is clean and complete. Obviously
the bearings and seals need to be replaced. Inspect the spindle and make sure it is smooth and
in usable condition. These boosters can be model and year specific so make sure you have the
correct one for your car. The master cylinder is also different and so is the distribution block.
Most power brake booster and master cylinders are painted black and completely assembled. If
you have a Hemi car you must have a Hemi assembly for it to fit. Front Disc And Rear Drum
Brakes If your car was ordered with front disc brakes it will appear on your broadcast sheet.
This option can also be coded on your fender tag. A different master cylinder and distribution
block will be needed. These front disc brake units in complete original condition are hard to find
and expensive to rebuild. The rotors and calipers are not reproduced in correct appearance. So
if you have your originals they need to be saved. Turning the rotors is a must and hopefully you
have enough metal left to use your originals. These are available new from a local parts store
but will not have the finish or markings of originals. They are reproduced with a close
appearance to originals but New Original Stock NOS are the only way to replace these if you are
going to be as close to original as possible. They come package in a large box with a slight
bend in the middle for shipping. This bend can easily be straightened for installation. They fit
very well and are a must if you plan on showing your car. There is a combination distribution
block and axle vent that is threaded into the rear axle. It is also brass and has a spring loaded
cap that vents the axle. Most of the time these are reusable. Above left: Before spending any
time on the original rotor you need to measure it to make sure it has more than the minimum
thickness and has enough metal left so it can be turned. Also do not overlook the condition of
the wheel studs. Above center: On this pair or disc brake assemblies there is one good dust
shield and one that is completely unusable. Now ones are available but are not the original
finish. That is not a problem since they are painted black from the factory. Above right: Here is a
side by side comparison of an original caliper bolt and a replacement caliper bolt. Notice the
difference in size and design of the head of the bolt. The original has been re plated. You also
can paint these with chrome paint but the finish will not last like plating will. Above left: After
carefully blasting the rotor without blasting the surface where the pads contact the rotor you
can paint it with a dark cast color. Then take the rotor to have it turned. Then take some fine
Emory cloth and sand them with a circular motion. This make a really good surface for seating

the pads during the early miles of operation. Above center: Even though there is a slight chip in
the surface of the center of the hub this original rotor is worth using. Replacements are not
identical to the original but can be used if yours are too far gone to save. Above right: This
shows all of the original details of the brake rotor. The notch, the two piece wheel stud plate,
and the balancing weights. By painting this rotor before it was turned it is ready to re-assemble.
Emergency Brake Assembly And Cables The routing of the cables can be very different
depending on the year and model of your vehicle. There is a single cable that attaches to the
emergency brake assembly. It will have a grommet seal where it comes out of the interior to the
underside of the car. On most B-bodies this cable will go through the frame and there is a
special clip that holds the cable in place and does not allow it to move forward or backward
during operation. This clip is hard to see but it is there. There the single cable goes into a
double clip where the right and left emergency cables attach and then go back to the brake
assemblies. There will be a threaded rod with a lock nut that allows you to adjust the emergency
brake so it will properly engage. These cables need to be functional and they are natural in
appearance. The rear two brake cables slide in a heavy duty, spiral reinforced case. They are
also reproduced and will have a great original appearance. Above left: All pieces have been
blasted, turned, and new lower ball joint will replace the worn out original. Moog parts are as
close as you can get to original unless you find NOS ones. Above center: The original spindles
were in good enough condition to save. Do not blast or paint the surface of the spindle where
the bearings and rotor ride. Notice the original part numbers on the spindle and the date codes
on both the spindle and the caliper mounting bracket. Above right: First step in re assembly is
the dust shield. It has been painted semi- gloss black and the attaching bolts are black
phosphate. Above left: Always use new parts when possible if they are close to the appearance
of the originals. Here are reproduction splash shields and even though they are not galvanized
like the originals they will be painted black and will look original when mounted on the car.
Above center: After having the original calipers rebuilt, the bolts re plated, cleaning and re
installing the rubber bushings the caliper bolts go through, and buying new brake pads the
assembly is ready to assembly. Above right: Almost completely assembled. The only thing
missing are the cotter pins, caliper bolt clips. The calipers were rebuilt and the paint the vendor
used is different than the paint on the other parts. The owner liked the contrast so there were
not re painted. Originally they were not painted but in reality it is nearly impossible to keep the
natural metal from flash rusting. So unless you are going to compete in a high level, Original
Equipment class, just paint them. When you paint them be sure and fog the last coat. That cuts
the shine and make the part almost impossible to tell if it is painted or not. Above: Here is a
close up of the anti-rattle spring. These are almost never still on the assembly and are not
reproduced. If yours are missing be prepared to search long and hard to find them. The basic
function and design of the brake system are very similar over the years, but the differences in
appearance and different years and models, through through, can be substantial. Your Factory
Service Manual is a must and it will show detailed diagrams of your original equipment. I go to
tighten the lug nuts and the wheels will not turn. The e brake equalizer was backed off, and the
shoes are adjusted in. I bought this 11 inch brake assembly as a kit. I cannot understand how
this happens. When i tighten the lugs it feels as if the drum is pushed against the shoes. You
just have to slowly tighten the lugs and find the spot where they no longer turn and examine
from there. I figured the problem out. The backing plate, then the retainer. I actually reversed
that not paying attention. The Drums fit over the backing plates. Thanks, Dennis e-mail: mdriel
eastlink. Is there a place that carries a rebuild kit for the 4 piston bendix caliper used on mopars
Tks Steven. I have been checking on a number of sights and there seems to be examples of
brake line tubing the goes over the frame rails and under the frame rails. Was there a difference
between and ? I would welcome your comments. Thank you. Disc or drums? What was the
powertrain option? These mattered depending on the engine, transmission and brake options. I
have a 72 challenger with manual front disc brakes. Today when i took it out for a drive the
brake pedal felt like it was going down
2006 lexus gs300 starter
2002 oldsmobile alero owners manual
yamaha waverunner repair manuals
farther than normal and not as stiff. Plus the passenger side front wheel is locking up when i
apply the brakes fairly hard. Kinda scary coming to a screeching stop at every stoplight! What
the heck is going on? Please enable JavaScript to submit this form. Sign me up for the
newsletter! Home News New Products. Apparel Books. Shop Apparel Books. Car Features. Mike
Wilkins. Tags Brakes Drum featured Mopar Restoration. Share this post. Previous Post. Next
Post. Related Posts Drivetrain. Orange Crush â€” '72 Dodge Dart. Gavin Wollenburg. There are

plenty. All Rights Reserved. Find out the latest information about Mopar, Mopar products and
services, stay up to date on Mopar enthusiast news, dealership information and the latest Mopar
social media buzz! Sign up for the Mopar Connection Magazine newsletter for the latest
information about new products, services and industry chatter. Mopar Connection Magazine is
the best and only source you need to be a Mopar industry insider! Email Address.

